
Chapter VII

THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

1. Main Developments

The import surplus and the currentaccount deifcit both declined in 1984. On
the other hand, private capital imports declined substantially and the fall in foreign
reserves persisted. The civilian import surplus (excluding net interest payments)
fell by $1.25 billion,1 the current account deifcit (total import surplus less
grants from abroad) by $750 million, and less shortterm borrowing was needed
to ifnance the import surplus. By contrast, private capital imports fell. steeply,
and in spite of the improvement in the current account and the rise in public
sector capital imports, foreign reserves declined by $600 million (see Tables
VII 1 and VII2 and Figure VII1 ). The external debt continued to grow,
with net interest payments to the rest of the world rising by $0.5 billion.
The marked improvement in the civilian import surplus (excluding capital

services) was chielfy the result of the contraction of domestic demand, owing
to which the relative price of tradables rose and economic activity slowed down;
at the same time, labor costs declined in dollar terms. The contraction of demand
stemmed largely from the wealth and liquidity effects of last year's fall in share
prices and from the cyclical decline in imports of durables. The fall in public
sector investment and the rise in interest rates also played a part. The net effect
of world developments on imports and exports was a small contribution to the
reduction in the balance of payments; they also helped to cushion the economy
against the effects of slackening domestic demand. Exports (excluding capital
services) rose by 15 percent (recovery was slower in Europe, the chief market
for Israeli exports, than in the United States). Industrial exports (particularly
metals and electronics, in which the bulk of defense exports are concentrated)
rose by 19 percent. Civilian imports (excluding capital services) decreased
by 2.5 percent because of the steep fall in impotrs of consumer and producer
durables.
The contrast between the behavior of the import surplus and private capital

movements relfects on the one hand the absence of the large capital inlfows
mediated by the banking system (mainly foreign residents' deposits) and the
capital imports for bankshare support in 1983; and on the other, the public's

1 Direct defense impotrs and net capital services each rose by $0.5 billion in 1984, so
that the total import surplus declined by $300 million.
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Table VII1
BALANCEOFPAYMENTS INDICATORS* 197784

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

$ billion
Current account deifcit 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.5 2.2 2.3 1.5
Corrected basic deifcit* 1.0 0.03 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.9 1.0 04
Net foreign debt 8.5 8.7 10.7 11.6 13.4 15.6 18.3 19.4
Foreign reserves* 1.8 2.8 3.2 3.5 3.8 4.3 3.8 3.3
Import surplus
Total 2.4 3.1 3.7 3.8 4.4 4.8 5.2 4.9
Exd. net capital services 2.0 2.6 3.1 2.9 3.5 3.7 3.9 3.1
Exd. direct defense impotrs, net capital services 0.9 Ll 1.9 1.2 1.3 2.2 2.9 1.6

Expotrs, exd. capital services 5.3 6.3 7.5 9.0 9.3 8.8 8.9 9.7
Impotrs, excl. direct defense impotrs, capital services 6.3 7.4 9.4 10.2 10.6 11.0 11.7 11.3
Representative exchange rate6
IS/S 1.05 1.75 2.54 5.12 11.43 24.27 56.23 293.21
IS/basket unit* 1.08 1.94 3.00 6.18 11.96 23.55 51.05 245.26
Indexes, 1977 = 100
World trade (quantity) 100.0 106.0 112.9 114.6 115.7 112.8 115.1 125.2
Terms of trade (merchandise) 100.0 107.5 101.1 93.5 92.5 95.7 96.8 95.1
Relative pirces8
Impotrs 100.0 110.1 105.0 108.4 104.3 97.7 90.6 93.9

v Expotrs 100.0 107.7 104.5 104.7 101.6 96.0 92.9 95.1

g * See Table VH6.
2j " Held by central monetary institutions.
w c Annual average.

* See note b to Table VIIA13.
* . Relative to domestic use of resources. The calculation excludes direct defense imports.



Table VII2
THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 198084*

($ million(

19841983198219811980

4,8935,178^*,8034,3873,785Net goods and services amount1.
2,4593,4192,7651,7551,708Private sector
2,4341,7592,0382,6322,077Public sector1"

3,3442,8592,6172,9322,972Net unilateral transfers2.
7589451,0641,1471,139Private sector

2,5861,9141,5531,7851,833Public sector
1,5492,3192,1861,455813Net current account (1.+2.(3.

1,7012,4741,701608569Private sector
152155485847244Public sector

1,0682,2281,2181,2341,248Net medium and long term capital4.
44961339125Pirvate sector0

1,0251,2671,2151,2731,373Public sector
48191968221435Net basic balance of payments (3.+4.(5.

1,6571,5131,698647694Private sector
1,1771,4227304261,129Public sector
231235312385105Net shortterm capital, movements6.
1461121612831Private nonbanking sector
377347151413135Public sector11

1672361,62776283Capital movements of the banking system7.
14850111543166Errors and omissions8.

Increase () or decrease (+) in foreign9.
reserves held by central monetary

564589856^95481institutions0

a See Tables VIIA7, VIIA9 through VIIA11 for further details. Figures may not add
owing to rounding.
b The public sector deficit on goods and services account is defined as direct defense

imports, government imports n.e.s., and net interest paid to rest of world less port services
surplus (excluding fuel) and less communications services surplus.

c Includes net private investment from abroad.
d Includes net advances to American manufacturers by Ministry of Defense.
e Adjusted for changes in the value of foreign currencies against the dollar and for

revaluation of foreign securities held by the Bank of Israel.
Source: Based on data of the Central Bureau of Statistics.

desire to increase the share of foreign currency in its portfolio, a tendency
reinforced by the steady deterioration of the balance of payments in 198183,
by doubts regarding the government's willingness to deal with the problem by
making budget cuts, and by the consequent concern about possible government
measures to reduce the real value of ifnancial assets. The resulting mood presum
ably also had an adverse effect on the terms at which the country can borrow
abroad; however, it did prove possible to recycle the debt.
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Israel's already large foreign debt rose from $18.3 billion at the end of 1983
to $19.4 billion at the end of 1984, a rise aggravated by the persistent drop in
the surplus of shortterm assets over. liabilities. Net interest payments to the
rest of the world rose considerably (see Table VII9) and various indicators point
to a serious increase in the debt servicing burden.

Behind this year's balance of payments are three years of deterioration: the
import surplus and the current account deficit increased first, then the basic
deficit, and eventually the foreign reserves shrank.
In 198083, the import surplus rose from $3.8 billion to $5.2 billion. The

civilian import surplus (excluding capital services) increased much more rapidly,
from $1.2 to $2.9 billion. At the same time, there was real appreciation of the
IS, i.e. the relative price of tradables fell (see the last two lines of Table VII1).
The rise in the impotr surplus and the appreciation of the currency were related,

being mainly a response to the rapid expansion of domestic demand. Among
the factors underlying this expansion, which was accompanied by a irse in real
wages, were the expansionary fiscal policy of 1981, events in the capital market
(especially the stock market), the war in the Lebanon, and the expectation^
generated by the slowdown in devaluation in late 1982 and early 1983. These forces
pushed up the relative prices and the output of nontradables (particularly services),
and reduced domestic production of tradables while increasing the demand for
them. The import surplus widened in consequence, as did the gap between the
growth rate of domestic resources and GNP (Figure VII2 illustrates the con
sistent negative relationship between changes in the domestic resourceuse/GNP
ratio and the relative price of tradables). The world trade depression and the
weakening of the European currencies also to some extent helped to widen the
impotr surplus. However, the lower expotrs due to these factors also entailed
lower impotrs, given the level of domestic demand, so that they hardly affected
the magnitude of the impotr surplus (if exports had risen faster, impotrs would
have irsen to satisfy domestic demand and might even have increased demand
somewhat to keep pace with the irse in product).
Unilateral transfers were stable in 198183 with public sector transfers irsing

and private transfers falling; the growth of the import surplus thus brought
about a corresponding increase in the currentaccount deficit, which rose from
$800 million in 1980 to $2.3 billion in 1983. During the same period, the debt
grew by over 50 percent (to $18.3 billion at the end of 1983), and, together
with the rise in world interest rates, this raised net interest payments to the rest
of the world, which have become an impotrant cause of the irse in impotr surplus
and the currentaccount deficit.
Israel's large foreign debt (v/hich comes to 85 percent of GNP) consists chiefly

of the U.S. aid which helps to ifnance the heavy defense burden. In the past
two years, the United States has increased the share of grants and advanced
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Figure VII1

DEFICIT ON CURRENT ACCOUNT AND CORRECTED BASIC DEFICIT, 197584
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the timing of aid payments. The increased proportion of aid in the form of grants
should moderate the growth of the debt and the interest payments on it. The
structure of Israel's foreign debt is favorable both because the debt is largely
intergovernmental, and because its average term is fairly long. However, the debt
structure has deteriorated somewhat in recent years as the surplus of shortterm
assets over liabilities fell steadily. Moreover, the persistent irse in the debt/GNP
ratio is a serious matter: the real marginal interest paid on it is high, whereas
the growth rate and the marginal productivity of the investment it finances are
low (and indeed in the last few years, most of the incremental debt has ifnanced
consumption and not investment).
Since 1982 the impotr surplus has exceeded the sum of grants and medium

and long term credit (basic deficit2). In that year, shortterm capital imports

3 What is referred to here is the corrected basic account as deifned in Section 3 (see
Table VII6 and notes 15, 16, and 17 below( .
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were used to ifnance the import surplus for the ifrst time since 1975. This did
not immediately reduce the country's foreign reserves, since the banking system
imported substantial sums from abroad in 1981 and 1982 (mostly foreign residents'
deposits), which seems to have postponed the pressure to improve the basic account.
After a steep drop in the banking sector's capital imports, which was only partly
offset by the exceptional rise in pirvate investment (mostly connected with bank
share support), reserves dropped by $600 million in 1983.
In 198182, imports of producer and consumer durables rose, owing to the fall

in their relative price and the general increase in wealth. In 1983, demand for
foreign currency stepped up, and later in the year, as the balance of payments
deteriorated further, shifted to financial assets, relfecting growing expectations of a
large devaluation and a decline in share pirces and fears of stricter foreigncurrency
control and a decline in the real value of localcurrency ifnancial assets.
The increase in the demand for foreign currency cannot be measured (especially

the hoarded foreign cash balances), but its magnitude is indicated by the large
increase in the private sector's foreign currency purchases in October 1983 $0.5
billion or one third of the entire year's volume (a large part of the increase is
attributable to the exceptional irse in foreign currency purchases, ostensibly for
travel abroad).3
In 1983, domestic demand and economic activity began to level off as expan.

sionary forces worked themselves out and as import taxes were raised, and,
later, devaluation accelerated and bankshare pirces dropped steeply, so that the
public's portfolio of liquid assets (and to a lesser extent its total wealth) declined.
In 1984, the contractionary effects of reduced government investment and the
real irse in interest rates were added to the picture. Domestic resource use (ex
eluding direct defense imports) fell by 6.5 percent this year while the currency
depreciated by a real 2.5 percent. The expansion of world trade in 1984 (even
though the European currencies continued to weaken) lessened the adverse effects
of the fall in domestic demand and shifted a large part of the reduced import
surplus to exports, which in turn further reduced the import surplus slightly. At
the same time, the inflation rate jumped, unemployment increased, and GNP
growth slowed down.
While the 1984 decline in the civilian import surplus (excluding capital services)

was impressive, it did not result from any reduction in public sector consumption;
rather, it was a reaction from previous advance imports of goods, the decline
in pirvate wealth (there has since been a large measure of recovery), and very
high real interest rates, which the economy cannot afford for long. Lastly, the

3 In the last quarter of 1983, the pirvate sector balance of payments had a large E&O
item (on the outflow side) , which bears out the impression of large pirvate foreigncurrency
hoards. Similar factors came into play in the third quarter of 1984, when E&O was also
large (see below). Still, E&O is affected by many other factors and its level for the whole
of 1984 was not exceptional.
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Figure VII2

RATIO OF DOMESTIC RESOURCEUSE TO GNP AND RELATIVE PRICES
OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS, 197584
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a Excluding direct defense imports.
" See note e to Table VII1.
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interest burden again rose, and at a faster rate. Moreover, it willin contrast
"to other civilian imports continue to grow, along with the foreign debt.

The slow real depreciation of the currency, which was accompanied by
accelerated devaluation and inflation in late 1983 and early 1984, is evidence
of the limitations of using devaluation to depreciate the currency. On the one
hand, the acceleration of inflation reduced private wealth by increasing the
indexation loss on the redemption of government bonds; rapid devaluation also
affected relative pirces through adjusted lags, but this is only a shortrun effect.4
On the other hand, indexation and other adjustment mechanisms were not yet
fully geared to the new level of inflation. As a result, tax revenue and the
efifciency of production declined, and inflation may well have reduced the
improvement in the import surplus. Finally, Israel's high inflation rates deter
foreign investment and worsen the terms on which credit can be obtained abroad.
In spite of the contraction of the currentaccount and basic deifcits, foreign

reserves again fell in 1984, the result of the large decline in private capital imports,
which was only patrly offset by the rise in those of the public sector. Patr of this
decline is only a return to the normal level after the exceptional increase in 1983;
patr of it reflects the public's desire to increase the propotrion of foreign currency
in its net portfolio as a hedge against stricter foreign exchange control and a
reduction in the real value of domestic ifnancial assets. This is evidenced by,
among other things, the large volume of pirvate foreign currency purchases from
the Bank of Israel in July and August, the high blackmarket exchangerate in
these months, and the decline in pirvate shotrterm capital inlfows and remittances
and in foreign currency deirving from touirsts (directly or through suppliers of
tourist services) transferred to the Bank of Israel.5 The demand for foreign
currency denominated assets was particularly strong before the elections and
until the formation of the new government. Devaluation expectations may also
have intensiifed during this peirod, but they were much less impotrant than in
1983 (in any case, the public could open resident accounts as a hedge against
devaluation) .

Behind the increased demand for foreign currency lay the rapid expansion of
the foreign debt and the deteiroration of its structure and the growth of the
domestic public debt, which created expectations of corrective measures. In the
absence of adequate budget cuts, it was feared that assets would be taxed and
foreign exchange control tightened. Growing doubts regarding the government's
readiness to deal with the problem of longterm ifnancing presumably also affected

* This could be seen when devaluation was accelerated and prices rose in the autumn
of 1984, a period when the contractionary forces at work in late 1983 were absent
5 According to a rough estimate the pirvate sector accumulated SI million by not

transacting foreign currency through the banking system and by unusually large drawings
on the foreign reserves in the last quarter of 1983 and in 1984 (over half the amount in
1984).
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foreign lenders, but this apparently affected the conditions of marginal credit
rather than the ability to recycle the debt.
The private sector increased its financial savings in 1984, and apparently alsc

the proportion of foreign cash and other unrecorded claims against foreign coun
tries in its savings (imports of durables fell steeply). The public sector sold large
amounts of foreign currency to the private sector, thereby shifting most of the
ifnancing of its domestic deifcit to the balanceofpaymeirts capital account, whereas
net domestic borrowing was relatively small. The unrecorded accumulation oi
foreigncurrency assets by the private sector may be regarded as transfer of patr
of the country's reserves from the government to the private sector but this
does not compensate for the loss of ofifcial reserves. The assets shifted to the
private sector cannot be used in all types of current transactions and are not fully
captured by the ofifcial statistics so that the net foreign debt is overstated; as
a result, in addition 10 the interest forgone on hoarded assets, there is an increase
in the marginal price of credit from abroad. Foreign reserves serve as an indicator
of the economy's liquidity position at home and abroad. Considering the expecta
tions and capital movements of the last two years, it would presumably have
been better to reduce fluctuations in reserves by operating in the international
ifnancial market.
The shortrterm financing problems and the strong demand for foreign currency

in 198384 and early 1985 led the government to retreat from its liberal foreign
exchange policy. Foreign currency allowances for a variety of purposes were
reduced, the ceiling on foreign currency holdings was lowered, taxes were raised
on some foreign currency transactions, and some impotr categories were tem
porarily prohibited. The black market for foreign currency, which had been
dormant since the 1977 reform of the foreigncurrency regime, began to revive
in October 1983.6
Stricter foreign currency control is capable of reducing imports and capital

exports in the shortrun, and of curbing excessive speculative manifestations.
But controls (such as the complex system of exchange rates discussed inthe next
section) have little effect on the import surplus and capital movements in the
long run; moreover, they distotr resource allocation. It follows that in the long
run the balanceofpayments problem can be solved only by ifscal and monetary
policy.

e Rate lfuctuations in this market were largely the result of speculative transactions
affecitng the demand for foreign currency.
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2. The Current Account7

In 1984, the government continued its efforts to reduce the deifcit through import
taxation, export incentives, and exchangerate policy. These measures undoubtedly
have an effect in the short run and explain some of the lfuctuations in exports
and especially imports during the year. However, their longrun effect on the
import surplus is ambiguous: for the individual producer and consumer, a higher
exchange rate, export subsidies, and import taxes make imports dearer and ex
potrs and impotr substitutes more proiftable. If these were the only results of
the policy, the impotr surplus would decline; but if a large number of producers
try to increase the output of expotr and impotr substitutes when there is full
employment, the industrial composition of output, factor prices, income, and the
composition of demand will change. For this reason, the eventual effect on exports,
impotrs, and the impotr surplus is not the same as the initial micro effects; instead,
it is determined by the effect of the government's measures on domestic demand
and product, since the difference between them is equal to the impotr surplus.
It should here be stressed that it is dififcult to attain real depreciation of the

currency by devaluation, especially in Israel, where the high price elasticity and
a comprehensive indexation mechanism make it dififcult to reduce domestic
demand by eroding wealth. Hence the shotrrun effect of exchangerate policy
is negligible: like changes in the impotr surplus, changes in the real exchange
rate are a response to changes in domestic use of resources and product.
Moreover, a system of taxes and incentives which equalizes the effective ex

change rate for impotrs and exports has the same effect as an increase in the
ofifcial exchange rate, although it discriminates between goods and services, on
the one hand, and other balanceofpayments lfows, on the other. In Israel, where
taxes and subsidies are differential, the exchange rate system is less efifcient.
The result is a multiplicity of effective exchange rates which results in inefifcient
factor allocation. This regime was largely rooted in incomes policy, protectionism,
and the desire to prevent unemployment; thus taxes discriminate against impotrs
which have domestic substitutes. While this policy may be partly effective in the
shotr run, in the long run, the resulting distotrions get worse8 and there is no
guarantee that its goals are achieved.

As can be seen in TableVII1, the currentaccount deifcit has been rising
since 1980 and the impotr surplus for longer. This deterioration was not due
only to ifscal expansion: public spending not ifnanced by grants from abroad
did rise in 1980 and 1981, but has been falling since. Private consumption rose
throughout the period, causing the current account deifcit/GNP ratio to double

7 Unilatearl transfers are discussed in Section 3 of this chapter.
8 Thus ifrms are set up which would not be set up in the absence of subsidies.
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Figure VII3

THE DEFICIT ON CURRENT ACCOUNT (AT OFFICIAL EXCHANGE RATE) AND
NATIONAL EXPENDITURE, AS PERCENT OF GNP, 197284*
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a Private and public consumption are net of unilateral transfers to the private and public
sectors respectively.

between 1980 and 1982 (see Figure VII3). Towards the end of 1983,, the deifcit
decreased slightly owing to an exceptionally high inlfow of grants, but the import
surplus continued to grow. This suggests that the problem stems partly from
rising private consumption.
There were several reasons for the growth of private consumption, among

them the indirect effect of government measures aimed at controlling inflation
and reducing the currentaccount deifcit. In 1981, with elections approaching,
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effective exchange rates on imported consumer goods were lowered by cutting
taxes; since it was announced that this was only a temporary concession, private
consumption and consumer imports rose. In mid1980, the dollar began to ap
preciate rapidly against most other currencies, including those of the European
countries which are Israel's chief export market. This posed a serious problem,
one which cannot be solved by exchangerate policy. The government nevertheless
speeded up devaluation in 1981, but was not able to prevent the real apprecia
tion of the IS, which stemmed from increased domestic demand and was reflected
in the considerable fall in European relative to Israeli prices (see Table VII3
and Figure VII4). At the end of 1982, devaluation was slowed down with the
aim of reducing inflation. This was accompanied by higher subsidies and a
rise in wages and was believed to be a temporary measure; as a result, private
consumption and investment rose substantially, particularly their imported com
ponent. In the circumstances, the government resorted to exchangerate substi
tutes to increase the pirce of imports and the profitability of exports.
When the slow devaluation policy was abandoned inmid 1983 and demand

slackened (a cyclical reaction to three years of rapid growth) the relativeprice
trend changed (in terms of both theU.S. /Israel ratio and the ifvecurrency
basket; see Table VII3 and Figure VII4). At the same time, import taxes
were raised, and the sale of foreign currency was restricted. These and similar
measures are certainly import reducing, but the main reason for the decline
in the import surplus was the contraction of demand that set in at the end of
1983.

Table VII3
RELATIVE PRICES OF INDUSTRIAL GOODS: ISRAEL AND

SELECTED TRADING PARTNERS, 198084*

(Index, 1980 = 100(

Trading partner f■ Israel

countires5 basketUnited
+ U.S.countries1'EuropeStaets

1001001001001980
8293871061981
7586781041982
7080701001983
6481691071984

a See note a to Table VIIA13.
b United Kingdom, West Germany, France, Netherlands, and United States.
Source : Bank of Israel.
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The fall in domestic demand was .due to depreciation of the publics portfolio
(after the bankshare crisis), a small decline in the government's civilian demand,
rising interest rates, and a stiff devaluation which halted the wave of speculative
activity once expectations were realized. At the same time unemployment rose
and real wages declined. Savings rose and domestic demand fell, which was
consistent with the real depreciation of the IS; as a result, resources were shifted
to expotr production, which gained momentum with world economic recovery,
thereby moderating the contractionary effect of reduced demand. Inmid 1984,
as elections approached, the government's policy and with it ^expectations
switched sharply: the downtrend of real wages was reversed, the rate of price
increase on controlled goods was reduced, the decline in domestic demand was
checked, and private consumption went up. Consequently imports rose, particularly

Figuer VII4

RELATIVE PRICES OF INDUSTRIALGOODSWORLD/ISRAEL, 198184"
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* Wholesale pirces of industiral output abroad in IS terms divided by the appropirate
domestic pirce indexes. The ifve currencies are the US dollar, the Deutsche mark, the
pound sterling, the French franc, and the Netherlands guilder. The fourcurerncy basket
excludes the United States.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Central Bureau of Statistics; and Bank

of Israel calculations.
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Table VII4
GOODS AND SERVICES ACCOUNT, 198184*

Percent annual change
QuantityPrice$ million

1984198319821984198319821984198319821981

Imports
6.815.312.30.23.9£.95,3655,7695,2094,983Goods, excl. fuel and diamonds1■

1.58.47.60.68.312.91,5931,6071,9142,043Fuel
15.637.818.12.70.78.58801 782572529Diamonds
3.39.111.43.32.42.12,830'2,8342,6622,440Services, excl. capital services1'
6.95.63.011.312.13.0606734620621From JudeaSamaria and Gaza District
2.513.010.91.45.46n11,27411,72610,97710,616Subtotal

2,9872,6662,7712,336Capital Services
1,4901,0531,5082,205. Direct defense imports

15,75115,44515,25515,158Total
Exports

19.00.71.41.03.85.44,5273,822 '4,0024,171Goods, excl. diamonds11
s 10.013.89.96.02.85.91,0351,0019051,067Diamonds

15.4O.27.49.12.62.93,3293,1753,1023,256Services, excl. capital services'1/
5.84.16.14.75.65.5773861784791To JudeaSamaria and Gaza District
14.71.03.74.90.31.79,6648,8598,7939,285Subtotal>

1,1941,4091,6591,485Capital servicesa

10,85810,26810/45210,770Total
1,6102,8682,1841,331Import surplus2

Civilian, excl. capital servicesto
O

1,7931,2571,112851Net capital servicesTl
"0

3y*034,12534962482Civilian import surplus
4,89354774,8034,387Total import surplus
2,2753,3352,7882,316Trade deifcit*I

with JudeaSamaria and the Gaza DistrictExcluding tradeb* Imports ci.f., exports f.o.b.
Bureau of Statistics.Source: Based on data of the Central\o



consumer goods (and within consumer goods durables), and there was a wave
of speculative foreigncurrency purchases. This intensiifed expectations of de
valuation and other drastic measures after the elections. The government fuliflled
these expectations bya 9 percent devaluation and by tightening import and
foreignexchange control. Obviously, these measures reduced impotrs, but it is
not clear to what extent this improvement stemmed from their effects or from
the fact that the public had previously advanced its purchases, including imports,
so that imports would have fallen in any event.
At the end of 1984, as real wages fell and in the more relaxed mood resulting

from the ifrst package deal,9 imports should have declined. However, the package
deal froze taxes, including those on imports; the consequent decline in the relative
pirce of imports stepped up demand for them, particularly for consumer durables.
For this reason, the beginning of 1985 was marked by a small rise in the trade
deifcit.

Merchandise Impotrs10

The fall in domestic demand, particularly in private consumption and invest
ment, improved the current account. On the import side, ifnal consumer and in
vestment goods contracted substantially (see Table VIIA1). Total imports were
in fact unchanged, the net result of a $440 million rise in defense imports and
a $400 million decline in civilian imports (6 percent) ; excluding fuel, the decline
was 7 percent (compared with a rise of 15 percent in 1983). Intermediates (60
percent of nonfuel imports) rose by 6 percent and their prices also rose moder
ately.11 As mentioned. the decline in civilian impotrs stemmed from the fall
in ifnal impotrs : capital goods (27 percent of total impotrs) fell by 10 percent,
with the price down by 2 percent; consumer goods fells by 28 percent, with a
4.5 percent decline in pirce, relfecting chielfy a 40 percent decline in durables.
The increase in imports of intermediates is surprising, as is the rise in their

prices, since impotr prices have been falling in the last few years and continued
to do so this year except for intermediates. This price irse is also inconsistent
with the slight fall in world prices of raw materials. The rise in the volume of
impotred intermediates may indicate that producers increased their stocks in
anticipation of a steep pirce rise and of government measures liable to disrupt
supplies; but impotrs of capital goods, to which the same economic considera
tions apply, declined, as did consumer impotrs, so this cannot be the only ex
planation. Another possibility is that this is a good way of sending capital out
of the country, but there is no way of checking this conjecture.

9 The ifrst package deal was signed in November 1984. Its most important provision was
a price freeze.

10 Excluding diamonds and imports from JudeaSamaira and the Gaza Distirct.
n In this section, raets of change are in real terms unless otherwise speciifed. The pirces

referredto are in dollar terms.
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The appreciation of the dollar had no effect on the geographical origin of
imports, as can be seen in Table VIIA3; however, these ifgures were calculated
from data in current dollars. Since there are no price indexes by trade regions
and because relative prices between the United States and other countries have
changed, the change in the volume of imports cannot be calculated.

Merchandise Expotrs12

The other side of the improvement in the civilian import surplus was the rise
in exports, particularly merchandise (see Table VIIA5), to which world economic
recovery contributed. All types of exports participated in the irse but it was
especially pronounced in industrial exports (20 percent) , with metals and elec
tronics, which account for the bulk of defense expotrs, leading. Citrus exports
declined by 11 percent and their price fell by 19 percent, while other agricultural
exports rose by 18 percent.
Israel's main expotr market is Europe. However, the proportion of exports

going there has been falling gradually for a number of years, with the United
States taking an increasing share (24 percent of total merchandise expotrs this
year) . This shift has been quite slow both because Israeli producers have been
slow to adjust to the changed market conditions, and because exchangerate in
suranee cushioned exporters against deterioration of the relative proiftability of
their exports to Europe, thereby preventing the natural and desirable adjustment
to the international changes in exchange rates.

Diamonds: Expotrs of diamonds rose by 3.5 percent, coming to $1,036 million
in 1984. In spite of this, the export surplus again declined, reaching a very low
level. However, the rise in diamond impotrs may be a sign that the industry is
recovering, since stocks were run down substantially in 198082.

The Services Account

The services account continued to deteriorate, with the services import surplus
going up by $350 million to reach $1.5 million in 1984 (see Table VIIA6).
This rise stems entirely from a $0.5 billion rise in the deficit of capital services,
itself the result of a $300 million increase in impotrs and a $200 million decline
in exports : impotrs rose because the foreign debt grew and interest rates rose,
while exports fell because of a $260 million decline in the foreigncurrency
assets of commercial banks and a $600 million decline in the Bank of Israel's
foreign reserves (see Section 3 below).
When, however, we look at the aggregate that excludes capital services and

12 Excludes exports to JudeaSamaira and the Gaza District. Diamonds are reviewed
brielfy at the end of the section, but are not included in the preceding discussion.
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JudeaSamaria and the Gaza District, the export surplus irses by $150 million,
as a result of a substantial 15 percent increase in exports, whose prices fell by
9 percent, and a 3 percent rise in imports whose prices fell by 3 percent (see
Table VII4).
The rise in exports of services is largely the result of the increase in the export

surplus of transport, mostly traffic between foreign ports. Most of the improve
ment in this category came from shipping, which accounts for 90 percent of total
traffic between foreign ports and which rose by roughly 20 percent.
The black market for foreign currency is at its most conspicuous in exports

of tourist services. Whereas the number of tourists increased by 5 percent and
thebalanceofpayments figures indicate that receipts rose slightly, bank statistics
show a decline in receipts, a good part of it due to the fact that foreign exchange
handled by tourists and suppliers of tourist services bypassed the banking system.
This appears to have started in the last quarter of 1983; it is estimated that some
$300 million were involved in 1984.
A similar problem is relfected in imports of tourist services. The banks could

not very well distinguish between foreign currency purchased for foreign travel
and that purchased for hoarding. Nevetrheless, although purchases were lower
than in 1983, the amount ostensibly acquired for foreign travel was very large.
It was not until the end of 1984, when the regulations were tightened, that there
was any reduction. Futrhermore, in the last quatrer of 1984, when the foreign
travel allowance was reduced to $1,000, there were signs that the public used its
cash balances to finance foreign travel. In any event a 6 percent drop in tourist
service imports was recorded in the balance of payments, which is consistent with
the fall in private consumption, specifically with the decline in consumer impotrs.

3. Financing the Balance of Payments

The financing problems encountered this year contrasted with the contraction of the
import surplus and with the improvement of the balance of payments on current
account, a contrast that illustrates the fact that the degree of public confidence
in the stability of the capital market and in macroeconomic policy affects the
financing of the balance of payments more than it does the impotr surplus.
It is important to distinguish between longstandingbalanceofpayments pro

blems and more transient ones causing only temporary disturbances. Since 1973,
deficits continued to accumulate while growth was at a standstill and inflation
gathered momentum; this both strained confidence in the country's external
position and increased the resotr to shotrterm credit. The latter, which reached
a peak in 198283, altered the composition of the debt for the worse (Table
VII8); and in spite of the 1984 decline in impotr surplus, it was still too large
to be covered entirely by stable resources (see Table VII6). There were also
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Table Vn5
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR, 198384*

($ million(

1984

IVmIIITotal1983

2899367045312,4593,419Goods and services account
204171179204758945Unilatearl tarnsfers
857655253271,7012,474Current account
475870944961Long and medium term capital movements**
387075953181,6571,513Basic account0
1891972465146112Shortterm capital movements*

Capital movements of banks on behalf
896048225101228of pirvate sector
92383152130419436Errors and omissions11

Effect of pirvate sector on foreign reserves
2241,22845341823231,608Total
2178925043872,0001,588Excl. foreign residents' deposits

. Figures may not add owing to rounding.
b Nonbanking pirvate sector.
" Item 5 (pirvate sector) in Table VII2.
a E&O attirbuted to pirvate sector (Bank of Isarel calculations).
Source: Based on data of the Centarl Bureau of Statistics, except for the last two

lines, based on the Bank of Isarel's balance sheet

more transient shocks which induced speculative hoarding of foreign currency
and thus helped to draw down reserves in midyear.
Hoarding is a classical hedge at times of deteriorating confidence,the public

being prepared to forgo interest and run the other risks of holding financial
assets outside the banking system. In 1984 it was expressed in exceptionally large
withdrawals of foreign curerncy from the official reserves,13 which, at least, in
part, leaked into the black market (mainly via tourist services). Private transfers
to abroad rose (in 1983 as well as 1984), while foreign residents' deposits dropped
slightly. At the end of 1983 the chief inducement to hoard was the steep increase
in the domestic public debt and expectations of devaluation, whereas the hoarding
of 1984 ($12 biUion in JuneSeptember) was due to fears of tighter exchange
control. Immediately after the elections new measures were introduced, foreign
currency purchases fell off, and there were signs that private holdings were being
reduced. The steep rise in the black market (relative to the representative) rate

13 Foreign currency purchases came to $2 billion in 1984, compared with S1.6 billion
in 1983 and one third of that in 1982 (Table VII5). About 45 percent of (he 1984 purchases
were concentarted in JuneJuly, compared with only 18 percent in JuneJuly 1983.
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Figure VII5

INTEREST RATE DIFFERENTIALS, ISRAEL AND ABROAD, 198284

)Percent(

20

12
J982

a Curve 1 : interest on foreign currency loans in Israel less the Euroarte; curve 2 : yield
to maturity of government bonds and (in 1984) of shares covered by the BankShare
Arrangement less the Eurorate; curve 3: blackmarket premium on representative dollar
exchange rate.

just before the elections also indicates that the shock was temporary and con
nected with the elections(seeFigure VII5).
In retrospect, the balance of payments was ifnanced without an exchange

crisis. This was largely due to substantial aid from the U.S. government, which
declared that it would back Israel and was willing to help if the balanceof
payments situation deteriorated. The aid conditions were improved (larger aid
and all of it as grants in the American fiscal year 1985); however, this does
not affect the 1984 balance of payments, since previously approved loans were
being used up this year. In the next few years the better conditions will undoubtedly
help to finance the current balance of payments and to stabilize the net foreign
debt. In 1984 payment of the grant was advanced, as in 1983.14 However,
concentration of the grant at the end of the calendar year raises the need for
bridging between grants. Since the government did not seek ■shortterm bridging
loans, reserves were drawn down until the new grant was received, although it

14 Ameircan aid is paid according to American ifscal years which end in September
of the stated year. In 1983 the Americans for the ifrst time agreed to make the 1984 aid
payments in December 1983 (instead of spreading them over the American ifscal year).
The 1985 aid was advanced to November 1, 1984.
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4,8935,1784,8034,3873,785
4,7584,1583,9214,3753,964
1351,020882188179

Table VH€
THE CORRECTED BASIC BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 198084

)$ million)

1980 1981 J982 1981 1984

Goods and services account
Corrected stable ifnancing*
Corrected basic balance

" Calculated as follows : unilateral transfers plus long and medium term capital move
ments (from Table VII2) plus advances on defense imports (See Table VIIA8) . An
amount of $0.5 billion is deducted from this aggregate in 1983; and $455 million unilateral
transfers were shifted from 1983 to 1984. See notes 15, 16, and 17.

would have been possible to maintain the average level of reserves with fewer
lfuctuations.
The decline in reserves must be viewed in terms of the precautionary motive,

which is the main reason for holding official reserves. It would therefore have
been desirable not to allow the level of ofifcial reserves to fall this year (see
below). The divergence of reserves from the optimum level and the deterioration
in debt structure may have raised the cost of the foreign debt (with higher interest
payable on renewal of earlier Joans as well as on new loans). All the signs
are that it was not difficult to obtain shortterm rollover credit and it follows
that it would have been better to reduce the last two years' lfuctuations in the
reserves. Note that this would not have affected the net foreign debt, since this
is determined by the real forces relfected in the deficit on current account.
It may be asked what proporiton of the import surplus is, ex post, ifnanced by

stable resources (deifned as resources which do not require renewal in the next
year, i.e. unilateral transfers and long and medium term debt) . To arrive at this
measure, three corrections are required, the ifrst connected with Ministry of
Defence advances ot American producers,15 the second with the private sector's
longterm capital movements,16 and the third with the prepayment of economic
aid in 1983."

15 These are recorded on accrual basis in the official statistics and are here converted
to cash basis (see Table VIIA8) .

1e The 1983 lfows have been corrected downwards by $0.5 billion in order to take
account of the fact that they were (at least in part) nonrecurring, being connected with
bankshare support (although technically recorded as investment) . Nevertheless, there was
no repatiration of foerign capital in 1984, so that these funds may well be medium term
finance.

17 The aid of two Ameircan fiscal years was received in 1983, since the 1984 grant ($910
million) was ercorded in the J983 balance of payments. In order to take account of the
fact that this grant belongs to the economic activity of 1984, half of it was recorded in
that year (assuming that some was anticipated in 1983) .
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Whereas the deifcit on the current account is that part of the impotr surplus
which must be ifnanced by increasing the net foreign debt (by borrowing or
drawing on the reserves), the basic deifcit, which shows the change in the net
shortterm debt, stresses the liquidity aspects of the foreign debt. Thus this year
too shotrterm capital was needed to ifnance the impotr surplus, although less than
in the preceding two years, coming to $135 million. This amount is not, of
course, equal to actual shortterm capital movements.
As can be seen in Table VII6, the situation has been deteriorating since 1982,

and $1.9 billion shotrterm credit was required in 198283.

Unilateral Transfers

In 1984 unilateral transfers conformed to the trend they have followed since
1973, the year of the oil crisis and the Yom Kippur War. There was a steep
rise, to $2.2 billion, in 1973, and since then to $3.3 billion in 1982, largely owing
to American aid.
The increase in U.S. government aid enabled the country to cover a large

proportion of the impotr surplus. Thus in spite of the exceptionally rapid increase
in the 1980s, the deifcit on current account remained below 10 percent of GNP,
or less than half the import surplus/GNP ratio. In 1984, the currentdeifcit /GNP
ratio fell to 1.6 percent. The improvement in U.S. government aid is relfected in
several ways: in the last two years an additional $1 billion was received because
payment was advanced (see above) ; the amount of economic aid approved by
the U.S. Congress appears to be rising, with an appropriation of $1.2 billion for
1985 compared with $0.8 billion in 1984. Other examples include the redeployment
loans following the agreement with Egypt, and a decision in principle to give
military grants instead of the previous expensive loans: in American ifscal year
1984, only half of the $1.7 billion military aid was in the form of grants, whereas
the grants come to $1.4 billion in 1985 and to $1.8 billion the year after. In
addition, at the beginning of 1985 it was proposed to give a special economic
grant of $1.5 billion, to be paid in 1985 and 1986. These plans do not affect the
balance of payments in 1984 but will do so in the next few years.

Long and Medium Term Capital Movements

Total long and medium capital movements came to $1.1 billion this year, or
$1 billion less than last year. This represents a shotrfall of $200 million from
the trend of the years before 1983. These lfows financed 22 percent of the impotr
surplus this year, compared with an average of 29 percent in 198082 and 43
percent in 1983.18
Table VIIA9 shows that most of the decline in long and medium term

capital is ascribable to the nonbanking private sector, with loan receipts ($481

18 The exceptional 1983 ifgure was connected with bank share support.
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Table VII7
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES IN FOREIGN CURRENCY, END OF 198084"

($ million(

19841983198219811980

19,40818,27015,64113,37311,6401. Net liabilities* (3.4.5.(
29,96629,67028,10924,50121,8252. Gross liabilities1*
23,38522,82520,91618,23116,2373. Liabilities1■
15,57914,78913,37812,25210,962Government
3,0733,1592,7232,5242,487Nonbanking .private sector
4,7334,8774,8153,4552,788Banking system (net) c
3.2553,7804,3173,8143,5264. Foreign reserves of central institutions
7217749581,0431,0715. Exporters' credit to foreigners11

4,6394,7444,0583,4642,9306. Current liabilities
2,4642,4442,0941,490903Banking system""
8891,0211,010899864Nonbanking private sector0
164220000Direct government debt8

1,1221,0599541,0751,163Debt repayment due the next year*
6621891,2171,3941,6677. Net current liabilities (6. 4. 5.(
3.41.07.810.414.3Net current debt/net debt (percent(

* Figures may not add owing to rounding.
b The net debt (line 1) is the relevant aggregate for economic analysis, since the change

in it is identically equal to the currentaccount deifcit (net borrowing from abroad) less
net foreign investment and exchangerate differentials on foreign currency assets and
liabilities. As deifned by the Controller of Foreign Exchange (Bank of Israel), the foreign
debt includes the direct gross debt of the government and the nonbanking private sector
and the net obligations of the banking system (line 3). The Central Bureau of Statistics
deifnes the gross debt as total foreign currency liabilities (line 2) and the net debt (line 1)
as gross debt less total foreign currency assets.

c Including liabilities on behalf of government.
<> The series was revised by the Central Bureau of Statistics.
e Short term.
' Long and medium term.
Source: Based on data of the Central Bureau of Statistics and the Bank of Israel.

million) falling back from the exceptional $879 million of 1983 to the longrun
level. Repayment was only marginally affected by the large borrowing of 1983;
nevertheless it rose from $333 million to $407 million. Thus the situation known
before 1983of zero net borrowing occurred again in 1984.
Net foreign investment in Israel was negative this yearin 1983 it rose by

$415 million, most of it for bankshare support (see Table VIIA10). This year's
$107 million disinvestment consists of repatriation of $117 million net of $10
million repatriated Israeli investment abroad.
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ShortTerm Capital Movements

In years when liquidity is no problem it is sufifcient to look at net shortterm
movements (as shown in Table VII2) . Since this was not true of 1984 (see
below), inlfows and outlfows must be treated separately. The question is to what
extent the economy succeeds in recycling its shortterm debt. According to Table
VIIA11, this was done successfully. The private sector kept its credit going through
out the year, while the government repaid its endof1983 shortterm debt at the
beginning of the year. The expansion of private sector credit contrasts with the
decline of the government's. It would presumably have been better to borrow
more rather than to draw on reserves, paying off the debt when large additions
to the reserves are in view temporairly increasing the gross shortterm debt is
presumably less costly than allowing reserves to run down.

The Banking System19

The banking system's net indebtedness to the rest of the world declined by
$144 million (see Table VII2), mainly the result of a $134 million decline
in foreign residents' deposits and an increase in Israeli banks' deposits with banks
abroad (from $237 million to $485 million).
October 1983 was a turning point for Israel's banking system. From 1974

until the bankshare crash, the banking system's capital movements were an
important source ofbalanceofpayments ifnancing (12.7 percent of the impotr
surplus on average for 197483). The background was the expansion of Israeli
banks' foreign transactions, including the rapid growth of foreign residents'
deposits; these ceased to grow in the last quarter of 1983 and have since levelled
off (to $6.5 billion at the end of 1984). Like unilateral transfers and tourist
receipts, these deposits are sensitive to what happens in the Israeli capital market
and to macroeconomic policy, as is borne out by Figure VII5. This shows that
the banks' relative return on nonresident deposits was stable during the period.
The difference between the cost of attracting nonresident deposits (well approxi
mated by the Eurorate) and the interest charged to Israeli borrowers of foreign
currency loans ranges between 15 and 20 percent. The difference is due chielfy
toforeigncurrency credit rationing, which creates a rent for the banks. Curves
1 and 2 both show that in 1984 the domestic/foreign interest ratio was higher
than in previous years. This may be due to the increased irsk of domestic assets.

19 Only Israeli commercial banks (excluding overseas oiffces) arc included here. The
banks' foreign purchases of shares are defined as Israeli investment abroad and are therefore
recorded under privaet sector medium and long term capital movements.
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4. The Foreign Debt

Two major questions arise in connection with the foreign debt. The ifrst is to
what extent it diverges from the desired path. The second question concerns the
composition of the debt by borrower, by lender, and by term. Both issues have
implications for the country's reputation in the international capital market,
the ifrst, as regards evaluation of its economic condition, the second, as regards
its liquidity and ability to recycle the debt, and the price of the debt.
The net foreign debt, which consists of the country's total foreign liabilities

less its foreign assets, rose to $19.4 billion at the end of 1984, or by 6.2 percent.
In the preceding three years it rose at a steady annual rate of 16 percent, and
has averaged 13 percent since 1973. This year's increase is the net outcome of
a $0.3 billion rise in liabilities and a $0.6 billion decline in assets.20
In order to evaluate the longterm development of the debt it is commonly

related to GNP, although there are other possibilities.21 Four main motives for
borrowing abroad are commonly cited: (a) the importance of access to the
international capital market increases with the economy's openness;22 (b) borrow
ing enables the economy to soften external shocks, such as the oil crisis and
wars. These two points justify only a temporary increase in the net debt. Long
run increases in the debt can be justiifed by (c) exploitation of good investment
opportunities; and (d) raising consumption in anticipation of growth in the
near future. But in this case thedebt /GNP ratio should sooner or later stabilize
as growth investments bear fruit.
The foreign debt has been growing rapidly since 1973 (Yom Kippur War)

but not for any sound economic reasons such as those mentioned. Instead, the
irse is due to an underlying disequilibrium of the economy, whose chief causes
are the longrun expansion of public sector expenditures and a series of shocks
(the oil crisis, the redeployment of airfields and the loss of oilfields following
the agreement with Egypt, and the war in the Lebanon) . Such shocks can
justify no more than a temporary rise in the debt/GNP ratio, so that its persistent

20 Hoarding of foreign exchange by the pirvaet sector biases the foreign debt upwards,
since these assets are not captured in the statistics. As denned, the foreign debt should be
equal to the sum of current account deifcits (since 1952), net of that part of the deifcit
ifnanced by direct foreign investment (which is of course not deifned as part of the debt) .

This idenitty does not hold for two reasons : (a) thebalanceofpayments data are net
of valuation changes for foreigncurrency assets and liabilities due to variations in foerign
exchange rates; and (b) the official foreign debt statistics do not include unreportcd assets
and liabilities. The indirect estimate (summation of annual deifcits) gives a ifgure of $17.3
billion, or $2.1 billion less than the recorded net debt.

21 This raises the problem of the unit of measurement. We have here chosen to translate
current GNP into dollars at the oiffcial exchange rate (quarterly calculation) .

22 An example of this is the fact that suppliers credit rose by 45 percent in 197984.
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Figuer VH6

NET FOREIGN DEBT AS PERCENT OF GNP, 196484*

80 ~

" GNP converted to dollars at oiffcial exchange rate.
Source : Central Bureau of Statistics.

rise is a divergence from the optimum path. In 198283, it was the availability
of capital imports that made possible the large increase in the debt.23

Composition of the Debt

It is commonly held that in the long run the larger the share of the public
sector, the smaller the share of the international banking system, and that. the
further off the date of repayment, the better it is for the borrower. As will be

23 In 1982 there was an exceptional increase in foreign residents' deposits, and in 1983
the inflow of long and medium term capital was exceptionally high.
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seen, Israel's debt structure differs from that of other countries. The principal
(net) borrower is the public sector (63 percent of the net debt at the end of
1984). Unlike other debtor countries, most (56 percent) of the net debt is owed
to foreign governments (chielfy the United States) and international institutions*
and most of it is for relatively long terms. Moreover, the long and medium term
debt has throughout exceeded the net debt, since the country's foreign assets
are all highly liquid and exceed the gross shortterm debt.24
The advantageous structure of Israel's foreign debt is evident from an inter

national comparison. The public sector's share has remained high (indeed it
rose in 1984); but as can be seen from Table VII8, the structure of the debt
has been deteirorating since the beginning of the decade according to the other

Table VH8
THE STRUCTUREOF THE NET FOREIGN DEBT, ENDOF 198244

(Percent of total net debt(

198419831982.19811980

By borrower
6360586364Public sector*
3740423736Private sector
1213111112Nonbanking pirvate sector
2527312624Banking system
100100100100100Total

By lender
5656606469'Foreign public sector*
5254565349Foreiga nonbanking pirvate sector0
810171718Banking system abroad*1
100100100100100Total

By term6
9799108110114Long and medium
3181014Shotr

100100100100100Total

. Government and Bank of Israel.
b Foerign governments and international institutions.
c Consists mostly of foreign residents' deposits and State of Israel Bonds.
d Compirses the country's foreign ^^^^^^^^ and loans ot Israelis by foreign banks and

overseas oiffces of Israeli banks.
* Shortterm debt repayment within one year; long and medium term, all the rest.
Source: Based on data of the Central Bureau of Statistics.

2* However, the current debt (shortterm debt plus repayment of principal on long and
medium term debt due within a year) has now exceeded assets for the second year running
(see lines 6 and 7 in Table VII7) .
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two criteria. Thus net Israeli assets with foreign banks have declined from 18

percent of the net debt at the end of 1980 to 8 percent at the end of 1984. The
shortterm asset surplus (14 percent at the end of 1980) had turned negative by
1984 (net shortterm liabilities of 3 percent of the debt). These are gradual
changes, and evidently signal a basic shift in the debt structure.
The 1984 decline in Israeli assets held in foreign banks diverged from the

longrun trend the decline in Bank of Israel reserves (the chief asset held with
banks abroad) is, at least in part, temporary. The decline in the share of long
term net debt reflects mainly the decline in reserves.

The Country's Liquidity Posiiton

This is not a clearcut concept. A decline in the reserves of a country that is
increasing its foreign debt is generally regarded as a deterioration of its liquidity
position. The fact remains, however, that the country's business went on as
usual in 1984, and there was no sudden liquidity shotrage.25 It follows that the
fluctuation of the central bank's reserves (down by $1,371 million in February
October and up by $577 million by the end of the year) did more than merely
cause a loss of interest due to speculative hoarding of foreign currency; there
was also the indirect effect of worsening the country's credit terms. The deteriora
tion of the liquidity position is also relfected in the rise in the net current debt
(to$662 million).
The optimum level of reserves is an increasing function of the size of the

gross debt, the volume of transactions with the rest of the world, and the variability
of receipts and payments in foreign currency. The gross debt rose by $0.3 billion
in 1984, the volume of trade (imports and expotrs) rose by 3.7 percent, and
variability of lfows increased because of the public's speculative behavior and
the bunchingof aid (see above). This means a higher optimum level of reserves,
and if reserves were satisfactory at the beginning of the year the trend during
the year was in the 'wrong' direction. Another indicator, the number of import
months covered by the reserves, also show that reserves were suboptimal in
1984 (patricularly in the third quarter), with a decline from 3 months in 1983
to 2.4 in 1984, compared with an average of 3.3 months in 198083. Shotrterm
borrowing to shore up the reserves is obviously expensive, but as pointed out
earlier, in the country's present condition a steep decline in reserves is presumably
the more damaging.

25 During the year there was frequent concern about the 'net' reserves dropping below
the 'red line'. Neither the red line nor net reserves have any economic meaning, since a
debtor country has only gross reserves. Such concepts can only be harmful they constitute
a misleading signal and might give rise to a chain reaction on the patr of the publicat
home and abroad and the government.
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The Foreign Debt Burden

For many years, a good part of Israel's activities has been ifnanced by foreign
borrowing. In addition to the concern over liquidity, the country must pay for
these capital services.
The real cost of capital services rose in 1984. Thus the ratio of interest to

net available resources (see note d to Table VII9) rose from 4.1 percent in
1983 to 6.4 percent. This is all the more striking in view of the decline in the

Figure VII7

NET INTEREST ON THE FOREIGN DEBT, 196484

(Percent of net available resources8(
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* See noet d to Table VII9.
Source: Table VII9 and underlying worksheets.
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3month Eurorate from 13.1 percent in 197983 to 11 percent in 1984. In 197983.
net interest payments to the rest of the world rose to 4 percent of net available
resources. In the last few years, particularly in the last three, inlfation has slowed
down in the industrial countries and this reduces the implicit gain from erosion
of the debt. In earlier years, this gain was relfected in negative real interest. In
the last few years real interest has been positive (see Figure VII7).
This development is yet another expression of the lack of balance between

the country's foreign debt and its longrun ability to carry the increasing burden
when GNP fails to grow. The increase in net interest payments and in the ratio
of debt servicing to exports and in a good export year at that should suggest
to the policymakers thatforeigncurrency control, accelerated devaluation, and
even satisfactory export growth are not enough to restore the country's external
equilibrium. They are no substitute for a public and private saving policy aimed
at altering the composition of resource use so as to reduce the import surplus
in the long run.

Table VH9
INDICATORS OF THE FOREIGN DEBT BURDEN, 197984*

198419831982198119801979

$ million
2,8442,5002,6332,2211,7971,232Interest on gross debt
1,1761,3861,6171,450843632less Inteerst receipts
1,6681,1141,016770954600Interest on net debt

Other capital services
143166138115169146Debit
18223834209175less Credit

1,0599541,0751,1639581,063Repayment of principal
2,8512,2122,1902,0141,8721,635Total net debt servicing

Percent
8.76.77.26.18.46.3Interest/net debtb
3.71.40.73.82.92.2Real interesto/net debtb
6.44.04.13.24.23.0Interest /net available resources*

1813129118Net inteerst/exports0
Net debt servicing as per cent of

312626232123Exports0
231920171616Exports8 + unilateral transfers
139109910GNP

a Figuers may not add owing to rounding.
.> Calculated with debt lagged six months.
* Delfated by ifveyear moving average of CPI for industrial countries (IFS) .

d GNP plus unilateral transfers.
e Exports f.o.b., excluding capital services.
Source : Based on data of the Central Bureau of Statistics.
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Net imports of capital services rose by $0.5 billion to $1.8 billion in 1984.
This is an increase in the average rate of interest from 6.7 to 8.7 percent, and
it stems from, on the one hand, the rise in the gross debt and the decline in
assets, and, on the other, from the continued replacement of old loans by new,
more expensive ones.
Interest receipts declined by $169 million (banking system) and by $42 million

(Bank of Israel). The assets of Israeli banks (including the Bank of Israel)
dropped by an average of $1 billion from September 1983 to September 1984,26 a
decline that cannot explain more than half of the $210 million fall in interest
receipts (assuming the Eurorate). Moreover, the Bank of Israel's assets fell by
more than the commercial banks', so that the breakdown of the decrease in
interest receipts is also difficult to explain: a good part of the foreign currency
purchased from the Bank of Israel was hoarded, with a consequent loss in interest,
and one would have expected the central bank's interest receipts to decline by
more.

It is easier to explain the rise in interest payments. The average gross debt
(calculated as for assets) rose by $1.4 billion. Assuming a marginal interest rate
of 11^ percent, this increase directly added $160 million interest. Recycling the
shortterm debt and some longerterm loans bearing lfoating Euro interest further
added to the cost, since the Eurorate rose from 9.6 to 10.8 percent on average.

26 The lag of one quarter assumes that this is the average term of deposit of the reserves.
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